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Presentation of Private Cruise
Private Cruise is a high-end luxury private cruise &  charter company in Stavanger. 
We provide cruises to  families and small groups aboard our exceptional  yachts. 

+47 934 97 707
post@privatecruise.no privatecruise.no



PRIVATE CRUISE
IN THE FJORDS OF NORWAY
Private Cruise is a cruise & charter company 
located in Stavanger, Norway. We provide private 
and exclusive cruises into the stunning Lysefjord, 
where your clients will witness some of the most 
spectacular scenery in Norway. Our cruises can also 
be tailor made to fit your desired itinerary. Private 
Cruise is perfect for families and small groups, and 
provides a safe and exclusive experience. 

Lysefjord – a destination of wonder
No further than 30 minutes away from Stavanger by 
boat you ĺl find the amazing Lysefjord, a fairy tale-like 
fjord with some of Norway ś most iconic landmarks. 
Surround yourself with steep mountains and cascading 
waterfalls as you travel further into the fjords, gaze 
up towards the legendary Preikestolen (Pulpit Rock), 
and the Kjerag Boulder - and visit the world ś longest 
wooden staircase Flørli. And how about saying hello to 
some very impressive mountain goats, or tasting fresh 
water straight from a big waterfall? The Lysefjord is 
where you can experience all this and more – with the 
style and comfort only possible on a private yacht. 

Attention to details
Private Cruise prides itself on the ability to make the 
perfect cruise for almost any occasion. We deliver daily 
private sightseeing cruises as well as a top-level service 
which is completely customized, unique, and personal. 
We understand compassion and careful planning are 
key factors, and take pride in our high-standard service 
and immaculate attention to detail that we provide to 
each of our clients. 

We highly appreciate our client’s feedback, which is 
part of the reason we have a perfect 5-star rating with 
TripAdvisor. Private Cruise has received certificates of 
excellence every year – we do whatever we can to give 
clients and guests the perfect experience.  

Our Yachts:
We have two yachts in the company, which are 
perfect for various types of cruises: 

• MY CHOICE / Marquis SC (44 feet)  
1-7 guests, day cruises.

• BAROLO III / Princess 21M (71 feet) 
1-12 guests on day cruises. 
Several days charter for 1-6 guests.

We can arrange: 
- Private transport from the airport
- Top gourmet chef onboard (Barolo)
- Helicopter tours from the fjords.
- Tailormade cruises and experiences

Covid-19
Safety is our highest priority. Our guests can feel 
comfortable and safe on board our yachts. Private 
Cruise follows the authorities’ rules and guidelines for 
infection control, and we closely monitor the situation 
going forward and adapt to any changes. 

When the pandemic ends and the borders reopen 
there will yet again be a high demand for our services. 
Families and small groups can safely travel with us 
without mixing with other people - the cruises are 
entirely exlusive to the people on board. There simply 
is no better way to experience grand nature, fresh air 
and open space in the safe way we can offer. 

Cancellation policy
Cancellation due to covid -19 will be fully refunded up 
to 48 hours before the cruise. No extra cost regarding 
rebooking 2021-2022.

Contact information and opening hours
Telephone: +47 934 97 707

E-mail: post@privatecruise.no
We’re open 24 hours – all days – all year


